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Abstract of thesis entitled: 
I 
A Study of the Effect of Quality and Productivity Improvement Practices on Company 
Perfprmangg in Selected China Industries 
Submitted by Chang Yir Lirng 
for the degree of Master ofPhilosophy in Decision Science and Managerial Economics 
at The Chinese University ofHong Kong in July 1998 
Companies strive to provide the highest quality products, services and 
processes to their customers in order to meet their ever-increasing 
expectations and demands. Most importantly, there has been a growing 
realization that continual improvement in quality is often necessary to achieve 
and sustain good financial and operational performance. Thus continuous 
quality improvement has become a desired objective and strategic weapon for 
a successful business. 
This study demonstrates the attempt in extensive empirical study for a 
rarely explored area - China. General information is provided and the system 
structural models are tested. 
This study aims at relating quality and productivity improvement 
approaches to actual quality performance, operating performance and financial 
performance. It is hypothesized that quality and productivity improvement 
approaches should improve companies' quality performance, operating 
performance and financial performance. 
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Statistical analyses were applied to confirm these hypotheses using data 
i 
collected from 373 China companies. Constructs were formed by integrating 
the established literature, and tested to be reliable and valid. The constructs 
were than used as factors for regression analyses. The results have provided 
strong empirical confirmation for the three hypotheses and with all the 
hypothesized theoretical relationships supported with statistical significance. 
For managers，the measurement items identified could be used as 
reference when establishing, implementing and evaluating companies ' quality 
systems. Information on which quality/productivity technique will improve 
company performance in the business environment in China will be useful 
when selecting quality approaches. 
The findings of significant relationships between quality management 
practices and company performances should encourage managers to be more 
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It is generally agreed that high quality products or services are the 
essence of a company 's survival and competitiveness in the fiercely global 
market (Misterek et al.，1990; Garvin, 1987; Parasurama et al., 1985). 
Companies strive to provide the highest quality products, services and 
processes to their customers in order to meet their ever-increasing 
expectations and demands. Most importantly, there has been a growing 
realization that continual improvements in quality are often necessary to 
achieve and sustain good financial and operational performance. Thus 
continuous quality improvement has become a desired objective and 
strategic weapon for a successful business. Companies employ different 
quality management systems in order to meet these requirements. 
The quality objectives of the company, the type of industry, and its 
organizational culture influence the quality management system adopted by 
the company. Quality practices therefore vary from one company to 
another. Statistical Process Control, total quality management, ISO 9000 
international quality standard, reengineering， and other quality 
improvement approaches have evolved rapidly in the past few decades and 
are employed by different companies to improve quality. 
2 
There has been extensive research on the concept of quality 
_i 
management and the effectiveness of quality improvement practices. 
Different concepts suggest various measures to improve; quality, whether 
by reducing costly mistakes, emphasizing preventive approaches, using 
process management or by management part icipation (Garvin, 1988; 
Crosby, 1984). 
Empirical studies have been carried out to examine the 
implementation of quality management practices and their effectiveness 
(Benson et al. 1991; Sluti, 1992; Manni et al., 1994). Relationship 
between quality improvement approaches and financial performances have 
been explored to confirm the theory that using various quality 
improvement techniques will lead to the improvements in quality, 
operating，and/or financial performance (Adam, 1994; Sluti, 1992; Benson 
et al., 1991，Heyl，1987). 
While the concept of management of quality has been the top 
priority of most international corporations and quality management is 
wildly applied in different type of industries and business (Peterson, 1991), 
quality management is a relatively new concept for enterprises in the 
Peoples ' Republic of China (PRC). Despite the general agreement that 
China has a long history of emphasis on high quality (Juran, 1990), the 
traditional Chinese quality management practice failed to develop with the 
passage of time. International quality concepts and approaches were first 
introduced to the PRC in 1957 by university scholars (Liu, 1994). After 
3 
the PRC adopted its “open door，，policy in 1976，the PRC government 
f 
became aware of the importance of international quality standards and 
practices. As a result of the joint effort of the central government and 
university scholars, companies gradually recognized the importance of 
quality ofproduct /service , customer satisfaction and quality management. 
In spite of the fact that various quality problems were identified, 
such as lack of quality commitment, low education level of workers, 
inadequate technology, and lack of communication, quality standards in 
the PRC are considered to be comparable to those of other Southeast Asia 
countries (Green, 1990). 
There have only been a few systematic studies carried out about 
quality practice in the PRC and even fewer empirical studies. This is 
partly due to the short history of the development of quality management 
in the PRC, language difficulties, and the vast geographical area, which 
makes collection of data difficult. 
In this study, an extensive survey was conducted on companies in 
the PRC and 373 questionnaires were used to provide data for empirical 
evidence. Responses to the questionnaire will be summarized to provide 
initial understanding of the quality improvement approaches, operation 
improvement techniques, company performance, and company 
demographics of the companies surveyed. These results are compared 
with the result of the international study (Adam, 1997) and Hong Kong 
study (Lee et al., 1997) to identify if there are any considerable differences 
4 
in any of the above mentioned aspects. Comparison suggests that the 
i 
PRC' s actual quality practices and quality environment do not deviate 
much f rom the results;of the international study and Hong Kong study. 
This study aims at relating quality and productivity improvement 
approaches to actual quality performance, operating performance and 
financial performance. It is hypothesized that quality and productivity 
improvement approaches should improve these performances. 
In this paper, quality and productivity improvement approaches 
practiced, in the sampled companies in the PRC will be identified and an 
analysis will be undertaken to correlate those quality and productivity 
improvement approaches to actual company performance. 
Eleven constructs are formed by reviewing the critical factors 
identified in existing literature to represent the different measurements of 
quality improvement approaches. Three hypotheses were proposed to test 
the correlation of the quality and productivity improvement approaches to 
company's quality, operating and financial performance. An extensive 
survey was conducted to provide data for empirical evidence. Construct 
reliability, convergent validity and discriminate validity were tested before 
analysis of the correlation to ensure the constructs were both reliable and 
valid measures. Confirmatory factor analysis was undertaken to identify 
the crucial items associated with each of the constructs. Multiple 
regression analysis was then applied to confirm the correlation of the 
constructs and companies' quality, operating and financial performance. 
5 
The statistical significance of hypotheses supports the strong correlation 
i 
between quality improvement approaches and actual companies' 
；performance. 
The results provide initial understanding on the quality and 
productivity improvement approaches used by companies in the PRC and 
empirical confirmation on which quality and productivity improvement 
approaches would effectively enhance their performance. This will provide 
managerial insight on the actual quality management environment in the 
PRC and the effectiveness of applying various quality practices. 
This paper begins with a literature review to provide background 
knowledge on the unique quality management environment in the PRC and 
well-established quality management concepts and frameworks. 
Furthermore, the hypotheses of the research will be stated to investigate 
correlation between quality improvement approaches and company 
performance. The research design and the sample characteristics will then 
be described. Subsequently, statistical analyses of the construct and 
hypotheses will be examined, followed by discussion of the results and 
implications. Finally, recommendations for fu ture research directions will 
be suggested. 




Before reviewing the quality management literature and describing 
the details of research findings, definitions of some key terms will be 
provided. Long-term quality strategic planning, quality management in 
PRC and the relationship between quality and financial performance will be 
discussed to provide general information on the background of this study. 
The quality management approaches proposed by leading quality exponents 
such as Deming, Juran and Crosby will be compared to identify the 
important approaches of quality management. The two popular quality 
management frameworks, International Quality Standards (ISO 9000 
series), and the MBNQA, will be evaluated. 
TT.1 Definitions ofTerms 
II. 1.1 Definition of Quality 
The global business environment today considers quality as a prime 
component for competition and competitiveness (HKMA, 1992). Quality 
is an indispensable element for the success of a company, as quality of 
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products and services are key attributes that customers use to evaluate 
products or services. Definitions and measurements of quality vary for the 
different functions o fbus iness . 
According to ANSI/ASQC standard A3-1987, quality is "the totality 
of features and characteristics of a product or service that bear on its 
ability to satisfy implied or stated needs，，. However, defining quality is 
very difficult, it involves translating future needs of the user into 
measurable characteristics, so that a product can be designed and turned 
out to give satisfaction at a price that the user will pay (Deming, 1986). 
Various literature strives to capture the essential characteristics and 
features of quality, such as the eight principal quality dimensions by 
Garvin (1987), and a converging view that considers quality on the 
production and design/marketing aspects (Roth & Giffi, 1994). It is now 
generally accepted that both design, which is what the customers' desire, 
and conformance，the adaptations to designed criteria, are the two main 
dimensions of quality (Roth and Giffi, 1994). 
The objective for operations management is also quality 
improvement. Through quality improvement, additional benefits may be 
attained, for example, reduction in cost due to elimination of waste 
(Crosby 1984). 
8 
11.1.2 Definition of Total Quality Management 
f 
Alternative approaches are adopted by different companies to 
achieve improvement in quality, operating and financial performance ; 
(Adam 1994). The effectiveness of the improvement techniques varies 
according to the objective - to improve quality，operating or financial 
performance. Among the approaches, some are more commonly adopted 
than others are. 
Total Quality Management (TQM) is a customer focused approach 
emphasizing top-management leadership, statistical process control， 
continuous improvement, problem solving and workforce training (Evans 
& Lindsay 1993). Quality improvement is the responsibility of everyone in 
the company. 
Although there is no universal definition of TQM, the foundation of 
the TQM philosophy could be described by three major principles: 
customer focus, continuous improvement and teamwork (Dean and Bowen, 
1994). 
TT 2 Long-term Oualitv Strategic Planning 
Quality is considered a top competitive priority of an 
organization(Corbett , 1993). Production and operations management 
literature identifies quality as a core content variable that has strategic 
9 
significance for the organizations (Miller and Roth, 1988，Schroeder et al.， 
1986). 
In order to attain this strategic goal, visible quality values have to 
be created and total commitment and involvement of all personnel are 
required. The strategic approach will also imply requirements for 
education and training in quality (Kanji, 1991). 
TT 3 Quality Management in the Peoples ' Republic of China 
Little attention and studies have been focused on quality 
management in the PRC. China's production practices and quality 
management are considered to be primitive, mainly because of lack of 
competitive pressure (Zhao, Young & Zhang, 1995). 
Despite this general perception of primitive production and quality 
practice in PRC, description and documentation of the actual situation 
vary greatly. As summarized by Juran (1990)，China has a long history of 
quality control. The concern for good quality could be traced back to 
Western Zhou Dynasty (11 B.C. to 8 B.C.). Production system was 
established for handicraft, dividing organizations into different functions 
including production, distribution and quality control. These historical 
Chinese systems of quality improvement have not kept pace with the recent 
development of quality improvement systems developed in international 
organizations. As a result of this, quality systems within the PRC have 
fallen behind their western counterparts. 
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Since the open door policy of 1978, effort has been made to address 
j 
this problem. Quality control of products and services has been 
recognized in the PRC as an important mainspring for economic reform 
and growth (Liu & Willborn，1990) as PRC has to develop quality systems 
compatible with international standards for verifying product quality to 
promote export trade (McDaniels & Singer, 1997). 
There are two varying views about the contemporary development 
of quality in PRC. One suggests that great efforts have been spent in 
promoting quality management, where quality and productive improvement 
approaches like statistical quality control were introduced as early as 1957, 
decades before the open door policy of 1978(Liu, 1994). Various 
organizations like China Quality Control Association (CQCA) and China 
Enterprise Management Association (CEMA) were established in 1979 to 
promote quality management. Tremendous effort has been spent by 
government agencies and domestic and foreign universities to promote 
quality improvement in the PRC (Liu and Willborn, 1990). 
However, a different view suggests that the adoptation of modern 
quality management and control techniques in the PRC has been very slow, 
and that many companies still have serious quality problems to overcome 
(Baldinger, 1990; Green, 1990). Reasons for inadequate quality 
management include lack of quality commitment, low education level of 
workers which make training difficult. Reasons also include lack of 
qualified quality control personnel, ignorance of international quality 
11 
standards, and inadequate technology or improper use of advanced 
f 
technology (Green, 1990). 
Managers of international organizations consider that quality 
control in China is of a similar level to Southeast Asia countries such as 
Thailand and Malaysia. Companies in the PRC try to agree on an 
acceptable product sample, and subsequently to complete production to 
that level instead of following written quality standard and procedure. 
This practice causes varying quality and lowers confidence in the 
production process (Green, 1990). International organizations operating 
in the PRC often have to employ external inspection agencies to audit the 
products or have to send inspectors from their Hong Kong office to ensure 
quality of products . 
TT.4 Quality and Financial Performance 
Financial performance is usually measured by the profitability of the 
company. As suggested by literature, to a larger extent, profitability is 
driven by quality (Sluti, 1992; Heyl, 1987; Buzzell and Wiersema, 1981). 
Figure 1 and 2 shows two ways in which improved quality might 
lead to higher profitability (Gavin, 1986). The first route is through the 
market (Figure 1): improvements in performance or other dimensions of 
quality will lead to an increase in sales and a larger market share or 
alternatively to attain a market with less elastic d^piands and higher prices. 
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F i g u r e 1: T h e R e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n 0 u a l i t y a n d P r o f i t a b i l i t y 
(M a rk e t G a in s) 
~ ~ I m , o “ d ~ ~ Improved Increased | Exper ie” -
Perform ance, — Reputation — Market — ^ based Features， . „^ ,.‘ „, Economies of „ ,. ,.,., ‘ , for Quahty Share ^^„,^ Reliability, etc r ^ ^ cale 
~~~~~； ：；：""： Increased 1 HigherPnoe Profits 
Under the estimate that the cost of achieving these gains is 
outweighed by the increase in contribution received by the company 
because of economies of scale, higher profits will result (Deming，1986; 
Chamberlin, 1953). 
Quality improvement may also affect profitability through the cost 
side. This can be seen in the Figure 2 that as defects decreased, cost of 
manufacturing and service decreased. If the cost of defect prevention is 
less than the gain generated through cost reduction, profitability will 
improve. 
F i g u r e 2 : T h e R e l a t i o n s h i p b e t w e e n 0 u a l i t y a n d P r o f i t a b i l i t y 
( C o s t S a V in g ) 
I n c r e a s e d 
P r o d u c t i v i t y L o w e r 
" M a n u f a c t u r i n g 
C 0 s ts 
I m p r o v e d L o w er R e w ork I n c r e a s e d 
R e l i a b i l i t y o r • a n d S c r a p P r o f i t s 
c o n f o r m a n c e C o s t s ^ 
L o w e r 
广 S e r v i c e 
C o s t s 
L 0 w er W a r r a n t y 
^ a n d P ro du c t l i a b i l i t y ~ 
C 0 s ts 
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A model (Figure 3) combining the above mentioned concepts 
suggests that with TQM, excellent managerial operation, continuous 
i 
improvement for both internal and external customers, and involvement of 
all personnel, could result in an improved profitability (Kanji，1992). 
V i p , , r e 3 ; R e l a t i o n s h i n b e t w e e n 0 u a l i t v a n d P r o f i t a b i l i t y 
( C 0 s t S a V i n g a n d M a r k e t G a i n ) 
C 0 n t i n u o u s Q u a l i t y 
I m p r 0 V e m e n t 
，， 
~ ~ " I n t e r n a l Q u a l i t y E x t e r n a l Q u a l i t y 
I m p r o v e m e n t I m p r o v e m e n t 
( I n t e r n a l C u s t o m e r ) ( E x t e r n a l C u s t o m e r ) 
^ i 丄 
,F r.i - ••_., ”“ ‘• • 
L e s s R e w o rk a n d S c r a p | S a t i s f i e d C u s t o m e r s ，r 
令 p— • •, I • ““ — “ ~ — 
L 0 w e r C o s t s I n c r e a s e d M a rk e t S h a re 
I n c r e a s e d P r o f i t a b i l i t y ^ 
( E V e r y o n e ‘ s I n v o l v e m e n t ) 
TT.5- Comparison of Oualitv Management Approaches o fDeming , Juran, 
and Crosby 
IL5.1 Edward Deming's Approach 
Among the quality gurus, Deming is generally regarded as the 
leader in quality management. His impact on the Japanese quality 
revolution has been crucial. 
Deming believes that productivity increases with improvement of 
quality, and that low quality means high cost and loss of competitive 
position (Deming 1986). His quality theory has a strong statistical base 
and emphasizes the use of statistical process control. Deming emphasizes 
14 
the role of management to solve the quality problems and that constant 
quality improvement is management 's responsibility. 
Deming,s famous 14 points serve as a guideline for the creation of 
an organizational environment for effective implementation of quality 
management. These include management commitment and involvement to 
quality, providing training, enhancing employee participation, focusing on 
quality and carrying out continuous improvement(Deming 1982, 1986). 
II.5.2 Joseph Juran 's Approach 
juran is also regarded as one of the architects of the quality 
revolution in Japan. He defined quality as “fitness for use". He points out 
that management of quality involves three basic managerial processes: 
quality planning, quality control，and quality improvement. Juran also 
stresses the responsibilities of the senior managers，training workers, and 
involvement of the lowest levels. 
Juran identified a universal process for planning to meet quality 
goals. First, customers are identified and their needs are determined. Then 
product features that can meet those needs and processes to produce these 
product features are created. Finally these processes are transferred to 
actual operating forces to produce the product that meets the customer's 
requirements. 
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Juran also identified the four major categories of costs of quality, 
these are internal failure costs, external failure costs, appraisal costs, and 
preventive costs. He believes that "Zero defects" are not practical，and 
proposed that optimal quality level can be achieved by control sequence, 
breakthrough projects, and annual quality programs (Juran, 1982, 1989). 
II.5.3 Philip Crosby's Approach 
Crosby created the idea of "zero defects". Crosby considers quality 
as conformance to requirements, which is measured by the cost of 
nonconformance. Crosby equates quality management with prevention; 
therefore there is no need for inspection, testing, and checking techniques. 
He argues that "quality is free" because an improvement in quality lowers 
the costs, hence increases profitability (Crosby, 1979). 
Crosby developed many models and methods concerning quality 
management, such as the Four Pillars, the Quality Management Maturity 
Grid, the Make-certain Program, the Four absolutes and the 14 step Quality 
Improvement Program. Among these methods, the 14 step Quality 
Improvement Program is frequently refered to and is a comprehensive, 
practical and implementation oriented approach to quality management 
(Crosby, 1984). 
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11.5.4 Comparison of Quality Management Approaches 
The different approaches to quality management suggested by the ^ 
exponents of quality mentioned above, have the following common 
concepts: 
1. The significance o f t h e commitment of senior management; 
2. The creation of a supportive organizational environment and culture for 
the implementation of quality; 
3. The encouragement of employee participation, and the provision of 
training and education; 
4. The involvement of all employees at all levels; 
5. The emphasis on improving process and prevention; 
The main concepts of the exponents of quality management are 
summarized in Table 1 for ease of comparison. 
Table 1: A Comparison ofQualitv Management Approaches ofthe Quality 
Exponents 
~ C r i t i c a l ~ Deming Juran Crosby 
Factors 
Top Create constancy of Top management is Management 
Management purpose toward quality responsible for commitment to 
Leadership and continuous leadership in quality quality 
improvement (Point 1). planning, control, and improvement. 
Adopt new philosophy improvement policy. Setting quality 
towards defects and Create awareness of policy to match 
mistakes (Point 2) and the need and the goal. Raise 
modem methods of opportunity for the awareness of 
supervision e.g. improvement. quality through 
participative the 
management style organization. 
(Point 7). I 
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I ~ " C r i t i c a l ~ Deming Juran Crosby 
Factors 
The Role of Defined as a structure Mandate quality Establish quality 老 
Quality intop managementto program and make it councils and 
Department pushthe Deming apart ofeveryjob quality 
principles (Point 14). description. improvement 
Help to coordinate teams consisting 
different departments ofquality 




~~Training Use modem method of Training employees Train all 
training on thejob e.g. at all levels in the use employees to 
SPC (Point 6 ) . of appropriate tools carry out their 
Institute vigorous to improve quality. part in quality 
program for ongoing improvement 
training (Point 13). programs. 
~ ~ P r o d u c t / ~ — Not explicitly Product design Understand 
Service addressed emphasizing fitness customers' 
Design for purpose and requirements 
fitness for use. and incorporate 
Produce products that them in 
can meet customers' producty'service 
needs. design. 
~~Supplier Maintain long-term Use statistical Not explicitly 
Quality relationships with a few method like sampling addressed. 
Management suppliers on basis of plan for supplier 
quality rather than price management. 
(P o i n t 4). 
Process Use statistical p r o c e s s~ Use control and Emphasize 
Management control in breakthrough prevention to 
manufacturing process sequence (Juran's achieve zero 
and incoming material Quality Trilogy) for defects. Take 
(Point 3). Emphasizing quality improvement, corrective 
teamwork in solving Minimizing total costs actions and 
quality problems (Point of quality by remove error 
9). maintaining optimal causes to ensure 
conformance level. conformance to 
specifications. 
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~ " C r i t i c a l “ Deming Juran Crosby 
Factors ^ 
Quality Data Use statistical method to Quality information Establish 
& Reporting provide quality data and system for recording measurements 
analysis for problem cost of quality and for quality in all 
solving and continuous evaluating activities. � 
improvement in system performance. Evaluate costs of 




Employee~" Create employee Encouraging Encourage and 
Relations fulfillment by removing employee participation recognize 
all barriers to worker，s and teamwork, e.g. employee 
pride ofworkmanship quality circle. participation. 
(Point 12). Recognize employees Hold a Zero 
Eliminate numerical for quality Defects Day to 
quota and focus on performance. communkate 
quality (Point 10). organizational 
Continual development new 
ofpersonal intellectual performance 
enrichmentfor standard. Help 
employees (Point 13). employees 
Drive out fears, achieve their 
encourage goals by 
communication and removing 
mutual trust (Point 8). obstacles. 
Source: Modified from Saraph, J. V., Benson, P. G., and Schroeder, R. G.，"An 
Instrument for Measuring the Critical Factors of Quality Management," Decision 
Sciences, 20, 4, Fall 1989, pp. 810-829. 
II.6 Evaluation of Quality Management Frameworks 
II.6.1 International Quality Standards 
The ISO series, are a series of internationally accepted quality 
standards, and are a basic requirement for contracting with the European 
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Community, the American National Standards Institute，and construction 
companies in Hong Kong. 
ISO 9000 series consists of five international standards for quality 
management. The details of which are as fol lows (International 
Organization for Standardization 1994): 
ISO 9000: Concepts, definitions, and overview of selection of ISO 
9001，9002 and 9003. 
ISO 9001: Quality system model for a contract requiring supplier 
capability of design/development, production, inspection, testing, training, 
installation and servicing; 
ISO 9002: Quality system model for a contract requiring supplier 
capability of production, inspection, testing, training, installation, and 
servicing; 
ISO 9003: Quality system model for a contract requiring supplier 
capability of inspection, testing, and training. 
ISO 9004: Reviews quality management standards providing 
guidelines and recommendations for the development and implementation 
of an effective quality system and provides service organizations standard 
of policy and objective, system management, human resource, and 
documentation. 
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II.6.2 The Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award 
The Malco lm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA) a ^ l i c a n t s 
are accessed against the seven MBNQA performance categories. These are 
Leadership, Informat ion & Analysis，Strategic Quality Planning，Human 
Resource Development & Management，Management of Process Quality, 
Quality & Operational Results, and Customer Focus & Satisfaction. 
Among the d i f ferent categories, Customer Focus & Satisfact ion is given 
most emphasis, fol lowed by Quality & Operational Results , and Human 
Resources Development . 
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CHAPTER III ^ 
RESEARCH QUESTION, CONCEPTUAL CONSTRUCT AND 
RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 
III.1 Research Question 
There are numerous quality improvement approaches, covering 
different aspects that influence quality like management practices, crisis 
management, problem-solving methods, behavioral intervention and 
employee selection. Besides quality improvement approaches, a wide 
range of productivity improvement approaches are also commonly used to 
improve quality. These approaches comprise traditional cost reduction 
methods, industrial engineering work, process analysis, wage incentives, 
and inventory control. 
It is becoming more and more apparent that companies around the 
world believe that quality mean lower costs, improved products and 
services, better turnaround time, reduced waste, and a more satisfied 
customer. Literature also suggests that when design quality improves, 
revenue and market share increases (Deming, 1986; Garvin, 1988). The 
above benefits suggest that using different quality improvement approaches 
will ultimately lead to better quality, operating and financial performance. 
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These linkages lead to questions as to whether the improvement of quality 
will always bring about better operating and financial performance, or 
rather both quality and productivity improvement approaches have to be 
used together in order to achieve the performance gain.； 
The aim of this study is to identify quality improvement factors that 
can predict quality, operating and financial performance and their 
relationships. 
III.2 Research Hypothesis 
Based on well-established theoretical consideration and knowledge 
on quality, three hypotheses are proposed to test the predictive validity of 
productivity approaches to actual quality, operating and financial 
performance. 
I 
Hypothesis 1: A company's quality improvement approach correlates 
to quality performance. 
Various quality improvement approaches and factors have been 
extensively covered in literature (Crosby, 1984, and Deming, 1986). 
Empirical studies using data on western organizations indicate that specific 
quality improvement approaches contribute to the improvement of quality 
of product and company performance (Adam, 1994; Maani et al., 1994; 
I 
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Benson et al., 1991). It is expected that the research data will show that 
this hypothesis also applies to organizations in China. 
Hypothesis 2: A company's quality improvement approach correlates 
to operating performance. 
Quality has been identified as a core variable of the operating 
functions for a company by production and operations management 
literature. Studies on international organizations indicate that certain 
quality improvement and operating improvement approaches improve 
operating performance (Kanji et al. 1992). A similar relationship is 
expected to be observed in the PRC. 
Hypothesis 3: A company's quality improvement approach correlates 
to financial performance. 
Advocates of both Japanese management and American quality 
concepts reason that when quality improves, financial performance 
improves. "Deming's Chain，，deduces that as quality improves, waste is 
eliminated, thus costs are reduced and financial performance improves 
(Deming 1986). Literature supports the concept that profitability is driven 
by quality (Adam et a l.，1984 ; Buzzell et al. 1981). Japanese quality 
management, like "zero inventory" and "Just-in-time", argues that as 
inventory is removed, quality increases and thus inventory improvement 
and quality improvement result in improved financial performances (Adam 
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et al. forthcoming, 1997). Few empirical relationships between quality and 
f inancial performance have been established but the outcomes are 
important (PIMS database, Manni，1988, Buzzell et a l.，1 9 8 1 , Manni, 
Putteri l l , and Slut i，1994) . Empir ica l studies suggest a weak but 




CHAPTER IV j 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
TV.1 Research Design 
This paper aims at an empirical study of the relationship between 
quality and productivity improvement approaches and substantial quality, 
operating and financial performance. Detailed information on quality and 
productivity improvement approaches adopted, quality management 
practice, organizational quality improvement environment and quality， 
operating and financial performance are required to test the hypotheses. 
The chosen instrument for collecting primary data in this research was by 
survey. 
A cross sectional analysis was selected instead of longitudinal 
analysis because there was no specific survey for follow up study. 
Although a longitudinal analysis could reveal the development of quality 
management in the organization through time and its effect on substantial 
organization performance, the study will not provide information that 's 
applicable to organizations in the PRC in general. 
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IV.2 Conceptual Constructs 
j 
Eleven conceptual constructs including organizational quality 
context and operational system were developed. The 11 constructs are 
derived by a process that involved identification and synthesis of those 
critical requirements for quality management that have been prescribed by 
eminent quality practitioners and academics. The processes include 
exhaustive literature review of a number of systematic studies and attempts 
that address quality management from an organization-wide, managerial 
point of view and to organize and synthesize the various sets of critical 
factors identified by different authors. 
As this research is an extension of Adam's international study 
(1997) and is aimed at drawing comparisons with the international study, 
the constructs covering the factors identified in the Adam's study have 
been selected. To ensure the coverage and comprehensiveness of the 
research model, attributes of MBNQA, the four significant organizational 
quality contextual variable identified by Benson et al. (1991), and the eight 
critical factors of quality management identified by Saraph et al. (1989) 
have also been compared and analyzed to identify essential factors to be 
included as constructs. 
The nine constructs adopted from the factors identified by Adam's 
international study are: Employee involvement, Leadership, Employee 
Satisfaction, Employee Reward, Customer satisfaction, Product Design, 
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Manager ia l Knowledge, Employee Training (Selection and Background), 
and Inventory Control. Two additional constructs were added, with 
i 
Process Management adopted f rom literature of Saraph et al. (1989)，and 
Strategic Quaiity Planning f rom MBNQA. Table 2 compares the 11 
constructs with the critical factors identified by Adam (1997)，Benson et al. 
(1991)，Saraph (1989) and the seven categories of MBNQA. As shown in 
Table 2, all constructs except Inventory Control are identified as critical 
factors by at least two of the above mentioned studies. 
TahIe 2: A Comparison of Constructs and the Critical Factors of 
Quality Management o f A d a m , Saraoh. Benson and MBNQA 
Construct Adam Saraph Benson MBNQA 
Management~~"Knowledge" Notaddressed "Managerial Not addressed 
Knowledge — Knowledge’, 
_ - "Role of 
“Senior Divisional Top "Corporate 
Leadership Executive Management Support for "Leadership" 
Involvement" and Quality Quality,, 
Policy，, — 
Process Not addressed "Process Not addressed "Management 
Management Management/ ofProcess 
operating Quality 
Procedure" 
Strategic Notaddressed~~Notaddressed "The Role of “Strategic 
Qual i J Quality Quality 
Planning M E g I ^ / 二 轻 , 
Product "Design and "Product & Not addressed Not addressed 
Design Conformance" Service 
Design" — 
Training "Employee~~ Not addressed 
(Selection & Sdection & “Training” “ 
Rack^round) Development” :Human 
EmJoyee "Employee Notaddressed Resource 
Involvement LwoWement,, Development 
Employee "Employee J^^^y'： Notaddressed ^ 
Satisfaction Satisfaction,， Relations” Management 




Construct Adam Saraph Benson M B N Q A _ 
Inventory "Inventory Not addressed Not addressed Not addressed 
Control Reduction" 
Customer "Customers Not addressed "Past Quality "Customer 
Satisfaction Performance" Focus & 
: Satisfaction" 
VI.3 Questionnaire Design 
VI.3.1 Identification and Selection of Measurement Items in the 
Questionnaire 
Detailed description of quality and operating improvement 
approaches and measures for quality, operating and financial performance 
are required to define the scope and meaning of each construct and to test 
the three hypotheses. Thus the questionnaire has to reflect the research 
design and be based on extensive quality improvement research literature. 
VI.3.2 Independent Variables 
The primary source of the survey questions are from Benson et al. 
(1991) which included quality improvement approaches like applying 
formal approach, applying Statistical Process Control, employee 
involvement, focusing on customer satisfaction, focusing on design and 
conformance and emphasizing project. 12 items were derived from the 
categories of human resources utilization, quality assurance of products 
and services, leadership, quality results and customer satisfaction of the 
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1991 Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA). The basis for 
selection was consistent with quality improvement research literature. 
i 
Productivity improvement approaches were taken from Kopelman's 1986 
survey of the behavioral/managerial literature, which includes employee 
biographical data in selection, employee involvement in decision making, 
providing objective feedback on performance and employee satisfaction. 
The survey also includes questions that cover traditional industrial 
engineering, effective inventory planning and control. Questions relating 
to the ISO 9000 international quality standards and the presence of quality 
departments were also explored. The independent variables are listed in 
Table 3. 
Table 3: A List of the Independent Variables 
Independent Variable Level 
Quality Improvement Conformance 
Approach Design 
Employee Training 
Focus on Customer 
Emphasizing Project 
Applying Statistical Process Control 
Productivity Traditional Industrial Engineering 
Improvement Approach Effective Inventory Planning and Control 
Improving Quality 
Employee Biographical Data in Selection 
Decentralizing Decision Making 
Providing Objective Feedback on Performance 
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VI.3.3 Dependent Variables 
Dependent variables for investigation include quality performance, 
operating performance and financial performance. The measurement items 
of quality- operating and financial performance were adopted from several 
papers that related quality improvement practices to organizational 
performance (Adam 1994; Maani et al. 1994; Vickery et al. 1994). Quality 
performance is measured by average percentage of items defective, internal 
and external failure cost of quality as a percentage of sales and customer 
satisfaction. Annual employee turnover rates and last year ' s net profit as a 
percentage of sales measure operating performance. Financial performance 
measures company's return on sales, return on assets and growth of sales. 
The dependent variables are summarized in Table 4. 
Table 4: A List of the Dependent Variables 
Dependent Variables Measure 
Quality Performance Percentage of Item Defective 
Returns and Warranty 
Training and Development 
Waste and Rework 
Training and Development 
Cost of Inspection 
Operating Performance~~ Annual Employee Turnover Rate 
Last Year 's Net Profit as Percentage of Sales 
Financial Pe r fo rmance~~ Last Year 's Return on Asset(ROA) 
Past 3 Years' Average ROA 
Last Years' Sales Growth 
Past 3 Years' Average Sales Growth 
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VI.3.4 Measurement Method 
^ The quest ionnaire is divided into four main parts: Company 
demographics , company performance, quality improvement techniques and 
productivity improvement techniques. For the two categories, quality 
improvement techniques and productivity improvement techniques, the 7_ 
point Likert scale was used for the respondents to indicate the extent to 
which each i tem is being practiced or perceived in the respondents ' 
company. A typical questionnaire item is shown below(English version): 
Strongly Neither Strongly 
Agree Agree or Disagree 
Disagree 
Senior Management assumes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
responsibil i ty for quality 
performance 
Actual f igures and percentages are used to evaluate company 
performance results. This is consistent with the industry practice of using 
actual f igures to evaluate performance, such as percentage of defective 
items, annual employees turnover rate and last year ' s sales growth� 
Therefore a more accurate and objective response could be obtained by 
using actual f igures and percentage to evaluate company performance than 
by using the Likert Scale. 
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IV.3.5 Translation 
Even though a ‘culture-free，hypothesis is assumed, international 
l i terature does suggest that there is a difference between different regions 
and cultures and this difference will affect the emphasis on ？ quality 
Ccul ture-specif ic ' , Hofstead, 1980). In addition, since English is not a 
frequently used language in China and the official language for both 
communicat ion and research is Chinese, the population in general would 
experience great difficulty when presented with a English questionnaire. 
Therefore, it is considered that a questionnaire in Chinese should be used 
in this study to avoid individual misunderstanding on the questions caused 
by interpreting English. This will also increase the ease of answering the 
questionnaire and ensure the quality o f t h e responses. The questionnaire is 
first designed in English and later translated into Chinese. Professor 
CHANG Paolong of Chiao Tung University in Taiwan assisted in 
translating the questionnaire. To ensure that accuracy is not sacrificed in 
the process of translation, the questionnaire is translation cross-referenced. 
The questionnaire was first translated into Chinese and then the Chinese 
version was retranslated into English. The two English versions were then 
compared to ensure that essential information was not lost in the 
translation process and that the meaning of the questions was not distorted. 
A sample copy of both the English and Chinese questionnaire is included in 
the appendix for reference. 
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VT.4 Construction ofMeasurement Items for Constructs of Quality Management 
The f inal questionnaire was composed of 60 measurement items 
representing the 11 constructs. The measurement items, together with 14 
questions relat ing to company and quality demographics, and 5 questions 
reporting f inancial performance comprised the whole questionnaire. Table 
5 lists out the detailed items selected to be included in each construct. 
Table 5: Measurement Items ofthe 11 Constructs 
Question I MEASUREMENT ITEMS 
MANAGEMENT KNOWLEDGE 
1.9 I am familiar with various quality program such as zero defects, quality 
circles, statistical process control, etc 
1.10 I have read books and articles, attended seminars, or sought outside expertise 
or consultants in the quality area 
1 11 Overall, my knowledge of the quality area is comparable to that of managers 
at similar levels in other companies 
‘ LEADERSHIP 
3.6 Management's involvement and responsibility 
3.19 Top management creates and sustains clear and visible quality values 
3.20 Top management is evaluated for quality performance 
3.21 Top management considers quality as main strategic opportunity 
3 22 Top management assumes responsibility for quality performance 
3.23 Overall, our top management assumes responsibility for quality performance 
is comparable to that ofmanagers at similar levels in other companies 
“ PROCESS MANAGEMEOT 
3.4 Applying statistical process control (SPC) 
3.10 Applying quality control circles 
3 • 11 Applying 7 tools of quality control 
3.15 There are a number of inspectors who try to assure we conform to 
specifications 
4.3 Traditional industrial engineering applications: process flow analysis, work 
measurement, standards, and layouts, and so forth 
4.4 Emphasis on cost accounting 
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"Question | MEASUREMENT ITEMS 
STRATEGIC QUALITY PLANN^G 
i 
3.7 Identifying and resolving improvement projects 
3.21 Top management considers quality as main strategic opportunity 
3.24 Quality related competitive comparison and benchmarking are used for 
quality planning，evaluation and improvement 
3 25 A strategic quality planning process addresses in detail how the company 
will pursue market leadership through providing superior quality 
products/services 
“ PRODUCT DESIGN ‘ 
3.14 Design, manufacturing and other affected departments work closely together 
3.16 Quality practice reflects an emphasis upon design 
3.17 Quality practice reflects an emphasis upon conformance 
3.18 Quality practice reflects emphasis upon both design and conformance 
TRAmmG 一 
3 26 Providing specific work-skills training and quality education for employees 
to meet the quality objectives associated with their responsibility . •. 
3.27 Adequate resources (staffs, system, facilities, funding) are available for 
employee training 
3.28 Employees receive training in the "total quality concept，，，i.e. the philosophy 
of company-wide responsibility for quality 
4.11 Stressing employee selection test 
4.12 Stressing employee biographical data in employee selection' work history, 
education references, and so forth 
4.13 Employees receive intensive on-j ob training 
4.14 Decentralizing; placing responsibility, authority, and decision-making at 
lower levels in the organization 
RMPLOYEE rsrVOLVEMEOT 
3.5 Each employee's responsibility; behavioral in natural 
3.29 Providing team building and group dynamics training for employees 
3.30 Employees receive feedback on customers，opinion. 
EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION 
Employees are satisfied with : 
4.22 Top management 






"Question I MEASUREMENT ITEMS 
RMPT.OYEE REWORD 
3.9 Reward focused; pay for quality performance ' 
3.31 Employees are recognized for superior quality performance 
3.32 Employees are rewarded for superior quality performance • 
“ mVENTORY CONTROL : 
4.5 Effective inventory planning and control 
4.6 Improving quality 
4.7 Applying Just-in-time 
4.8 Decrease inventory; applying stockless production 
“ — CUSTOMER SATISFACTION “ ~ ~ 
2.1 Customer demand quality 
2.2 Customers receive the quality they expected from our company 
23 Customers perceive the product/service of my company is of good quality 
3.12 Customers' opinions and views regarding their needs are actively sought 
through direct contact; sales calls, focus groups and so forth 
3 13 Customers regularly and formally receive customer satisfaction 
questionnaires 
Construct 1 captures "Managerial Knowledge", which accesses 
management ' s knowledge of quality and their efforts to expand knowledge 
in the quality area (Q1.9, Q1.10, and Q1.11). Questions includes “familiar 
with various quality programs", "tried to expand knowledge in quality 
area", and "knowledge of quality compares to others". The same factor is 
identified by Adam (1997) as "Knowledge" and by Benson (1991) as the 
quality variable "Managerial Knowledge". 
Construct 2 includes "management involvement and responsibility", 
"corporate management commitment"; "top management is evaluated for 
quality performance" and "supervisor responsible for quality. These four 
items reflected “Leadership，，(Q3.6, Q3.19, Q3.20, Q3.21 Q3.22, and 
: Q3.23). This construct covers the same aspects of "Senior Manager 
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Involvement" in Adam's international study (1997)，"Leadership" of the 
MBNQA categories, "Role of divisional top management and quality 
i 
policy" in Saraph's study (1989), and "Corporate Support for Quality" in 
Benson 's study (1991). :•: 
Construct 3 captures "Process Management" (Q3.4, Q3.10, Q3.11, 
Q3.15, Q4.3, and Q4.4). This construct covers "use of statistical process 
control，，，"inspection", "use of quality circle", and other process control 
approaches. Management of process quality is both identified as a critical 
factor/category by Saraph (1989) and MBNQA. The construct covering 
this aspect should be included to ensure extensive analysis. 
Construct 4 is "Strategic Quality Planning” (Q3.7, Q3.21, Q3.24, 
and Q3.25). In Adam's study, the questions covered in this construct are 
grouped under the factor "Senior Manager Involvement". Conferring to the 
seven categories of MBNQA, Leadership and Strategic Quality Planning 
are considered separately. After reviewing the questions, "quality is a key 
strategic opportunity" and "Strategic quality planning process" explores 
aspects different from those explored by "Senior executive assumes 
responsibility for quality”， and "Senior executive rewarded for 
performance". Thus strategic quality planning is included as a separate 
construct and not to be generalized under the construct “Leadership”. 
Construct 5 is "Product Design" (Q3.14, Q3.16, Q3.17, and Q3.18), 
this construct covers "quality practice reflects on design", "quality practice 
reflects on conformance，，，"quality practice reflects on both design and 
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conformance", and "design and manufacturing engineers work closely 
together". These questions covers the same aspect of the factor “Design 
f 
and conformance" (Adam, 1997)，"Product/service design" (Saraph, 1989). 
Construct 6 is “Training” (Q3.26, Q3.27, Q3.28, Q4.11, Q4.12:: 
Q4.13，and Q4.14). Aspects covered by this construct include "employee 
biographical data used in selection", "pre-employment testing used in 
employee selection", “job training and development for employees", and 
"responsibility and decision making at lower levels”. The coverage of this 
construct is similar to the factor “Employee selection and development" 
(Adam, 1997), and is more comprehensive than the critical factor 
"Training" identified by Saraph et al. (1989) as it includes not only training 
after employment but also selection before employment. 
Construct 7 is "Employee Involvement" (Q3.5, Q3.29, and Q3.30). 
Questions covered in this construct include "involving employee", "provide 
objective feedback", and “employees contribute to quality through group 
discussion and suggestion channel". The construct is similar to the factor 
“Employee involvement" in Adam's study (1997). 
Construct 8 is "Employee Satisfaction" (Q4.22, Q4.23, Q4.24, 
Q4.25, and Q4.26). This construct covers different scopes of employee 
satisfaction, like "employees satisfied with the company", "employees 
satisfied with their jobs”，“employees satisfied with pay", "employees 
satisfied with management", "employee satisfied with co-workers". Adam 
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(1994) identif ied similar questions under the factor of "Employee 
satisfaction". 
t 
Construct 9 is “Employee Reward” (Q3.9, Q3.31, Q3.32, Q4.9, and 
Q4.10). This construct covers the same scopes grouped under factor 
"Compensat ion" by Adam (1997). Questions included “employees paid for 
superior performance", "output-based individual incentive plans ' , 
"employees recognized for performance", and "reward focused". 
Construct 7,8, and 9 were considered as one critical factor 
“Employee relations" by Saraph (1989)，and "Human resource development 
& management” by MBNQA. Though all three constructs involve 
employees, namely employee involvement, employee satisfaction，and 
employee reward, but they measure different areas and it is therefore more 
appropriate to separate them into three distinctive constructs in order to 
have a more detailed analysis and to provide more insight on the actual 
factors contributing to the improvement in company performance. 
Construct 10 is "Inventory Control" (Q4.5, Q4.6, Q4.7, and Q4.8). 
The construct covers contents of "reducing inventories", "implementing 
just-in-time production", and "effective inventory planning and control". 
The factor "Inventory reduction" identified by Adam (1997)，covers the 
same measurements. 
Construct 11 is Customer Satisfaction (Q2.1, Q2.2, Q2.3, Q3.12, and 
Q3.13). The factor "Customers" described by Adam (1997), “Past quality 
performance" by Benson et al. (1991), and the MBNQA category 
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"Customer focus & satisfaction” covers similar measurements. Measures 
included in the construct are “customer received acceptable quality，，， 
i 
“customers perceive our past year 's quality as good", "customers demand 
quality", and “customers receive quality expected”. This aspectMs not 
included in the eight critical factors suggested by Saraph (1989). 
TV.5 Data Collection 
Due to the comprehensiveness of the questionnaire and the vast 
geographical area and population (i.e. PRC) covered in this study, mailing 
the questionnaire to the respondents will yield a very low respond rate. 
Besides, it is difficult to ensure the respondents know their companies well 
enough to answer all the questions. Thus mailing is considered to be an 
unsuitable way of collecting data. 
The respondents to the survey were participants who attended two of 
the executive management training courses in 1996 and 1997. This is to 
ensure the respondents are familiar with their companies and quality 
management practices and could provide useful and reliable information. 
These training courses are especially designed for senior executives from 
the PRC. The two training courses: _ "China Mechanical Manufacturing 
Industry Senior Executive Training Course" and "China Technical Institute 
Technological Enterprise Senior Executive Training Course." were 
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designed and conducted by the Asia Pacific Institute of Business of The 
Chinese University in Hong Kong. 
f 
The participants in the training courses were plant managers, senior 
executives, and quality managers. Their companies are located in a wide 
range o f P r o v i n c e s and major cities in PRC. These participants held senior 
positions in their organizations and are likely to be leaders with respect to 
quality management in their business unit. They are also more likely to 
» 
have better understanding of the companies' strategy and management 
practices. Thus they were considered to be the right candidates to provide 
information concerning the implementation of quality improvement 
techniques in their companies. The survey questionnaires were distributed 
to the participants in the class and all returned the questionnaire. 
The respondents are from both manufacturing and service companies 
of different sizes and years o fbus iness . Since the questionnaires measured 
organizational level practices, not individual psychological attributes, the 
response o f t h e respondents was not expected to induce significant bias. 
As the questionnaires were distributed in class, all 379 participants 
returned their questionnaire. After data screening, 6 questionnaires were 




HIGHLIGHT OF FINDINGS 
A summary o f t h e research findings is provided and discussed in this 
c h a p t e r � T h i s serves to provide more insight on the quality improvement 
environment in PRC and other relevant information on the quality practice. 
V.1 Respnndent Characteristics 
Among the 373 valid questionnaires, 326 companies are in 
manufacturing industry, and 47 companies in service industry. The 
companies engaged in wide ranges of business including manufacturing of 
automobiles, electronic devices, heavy equipment and machine tools. The 
company demographics, quality demographics, and the performance will be 
discussed in detail. 
Results of MANOVA show no statistically significant sub-group 
differences in terms of sample source, nature of industry，presence of 
quality department and ISO 9000 certification. The results are listed in 
Table 6. The sample was considered to be homogeneous. 
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Table 6: Results o f M A N O V A 
r;;=r;^^^^2^^i^^^;]^^^J^^^^^^I^I^ 
. . m ^0 2 0.213 
Full Way Interaction 4 . lo i � ” 
Nature ofIndustry 5.164 69 2 0-994 
~ " Q — i t y D e p a r t m e n ; • " “ 0.946 一69 2 0.970 
^ ^ 5 ¾ 0：^ ^ 2 0.954 
Note- F statistics show consistent and similar results for Pillais, Hotellings，Wilks 
• and Roys but only the statistics for Pillais are reported here. 
S S l n d u s t r y QualityDepartment I S O = ^ 
Manufacturing fcdustry Presence 二 二 
Service Industry Absence Not Certified 
Relat ionship between ISO 9000 cert if ication, and both the nature of 
the industry and existence of a quality department was explored using cross 
tabulation. The cross tabulation of ISO 9000 cert if ication with nature of 
industry shows high association between the two factors. Table 7 shows 
that manufacturing industry accounts for 97.4<¼ of ISO 9000 certified 
companies. 96.8 % of f irms in service industry do not have ISO 9000 
certification. As the production processes of manufacturing industries are 
more easily documented and products exported to European Community 
required ISO 9000 certification, more manufacturing companies were ISO 
certified. 
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Table 7: A Cross Tabuh+.tion of ISO 9000 Certification with Nature of Industry 
Cqunt . With ISO 9000 Without ISO Row Total 
(Row 0/0) 9000 (Row Total 010) 
(Column %) 
Manuf~cturing 37 236 273 
Industry (13.6) (86.4) (89.8) 
(97.4) (88.7) 
Service Industry 1 30 31 
(3.2) (96.8) (10.2) 
(2.6) (11.3) 
Column Total 38 266 340 
(Column Total %) (12.5) (87.5) (100.0) 
Cross tabulation of ISO 9000 certification with the existence of a 
quality department is at Table 8. 100% of ISO 9000 certified companies 
have a separate quality department. This compelling result may be due to 
the fact that separate quality department are required in order to document 
and implement their quality systems. However, it should be emphasized 
that only about 10% (38 companies out of 373 responses) of the companies 
were ISO 9000 certified. 
Table 8: A Cross Tabulation of ISO 9000 Certification with Presence of Quality 
Department 
Count With ISO 9000 Without ISO Row Total 
(Row 010) 9000 (Row Total 0/0) 
(Column %) 
With Quality 38 231 269 
Department (14.1) (85.9) (89.1) 
(100) (87.5) 
Without Quality 33 33 
Department (100) (10.9) 
(12.5) 
Column Total 38 264 302 
(Column Total 0/0) (100) (84.4) (100.0) 
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V.2 Company Demographics 
This part cites the result of question 1.3, Q 1.4, Q 1.6 to Q 1.11 stated 
in the questionnaire. Table 9 summarizes the demographic information of 
the respondents. 
Table 9: Company Demographics of the Sampled Firms 
Company Demographics Response 
Nature of Company 
Manufacturing Industry 326 
Service Industry 47 
Average Number of Years of Establishment 22.2 
Average Number of Employees 1,080.5 
Number of Small Company 151 
Number of Medium Company 153 
Number of Large Company 97 
A verage Annual Employee Turnover Rate 4.6% 
Average Sales Last Year (RMB) $ 174,000,000 






Number of Emplovees 
Below 200 
200 - 1999 
Above 2000 
V.2.1 Company Size 
As reflected by these 373 questionnaires, the respondents vary in 
slze. The smallest company has only 4 employees while the largest 
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company has 20,000 employees. One company has 4 employees and three 
companies has 20,000 employees. The mean number of employees of these 
373 companies is 1080. 
V.2.2 Employees Turnover Rate 
351 companies responded to this question. The average employees 
turnover rate is 4%. The lowest turnover rate is 0% and the highest 40%. 
Comparing to similar studies carried out internationally and in Hong Kong, 
the employee turnover rate in PRC is considerable lower, only one third of 
that reported in Adam's international studies (1997) and in Hong Kong 
(Lee et al., 1997). The average employee annual turnover rate from 
Adam's study is at 11.2% and is 14.8% in Hong Kong. 
V.2.3 Company Sales Last Year 
Average company sales vary greatly among 349 companies. This 
may be due to the fact that they vary greatly in size. The highest sales last 
year amounted to 5 billion and 14 companies had less than 1 million sales 
last year. The mean sales volume is 174 million. 
• 
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V.2.4 Number of Years Established 
The oldest company of the 369 responded companies has been 
es tabl ished for 100 years while the youngest company has been 
es tabl ished for only six months . 145 companies have been in business for 
ten years or less. 19 companies have been in bus iness for over 50 years. 
The average age of the companies is 22.23 years so most of these 
companies are ful ly developed. 
i 
V.2.5 Employees Involved in Quality Improvement Activities 
347 companies answered this question. The percentage of 
employees involved in quality improvement activities range f rom 0% to 
1 0 0 % � T h e average is 44.65%. About 50% of companies have less than 
50% of their total employees engaged in quality improvement activities. 
The high percentage of employees involvement in quality improvement 
training and activities might be because of the fact that formal quality 
improvement approaches are newly introduced and thus requires lot of 
training. 
V.2.6 Other Company Informat ion 
Apart f rom the above information, some more questions on attitude 
toward quality control management will be discussed to provide more 
information. 
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Resul t for the question “I am familiar with various quality programs 
such as zero defects , quality circles, statistical process control, etc.,,(Q1.9) 
is shown in Figure 4. 55% of the respondents answered “Agree to 
S t r o n g l y - A g r e e " ( S c a l i n g point 5 to 7)，25% of the respondents answered 
‘‘no comment /neutra l" . Generally speaking, most of the respondents 
considered themselves to be fairly familiar with these quality programs. 
Figure 4: (Q1.19^ _ I am familiar witb various quality programs 
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Figure 5 shows the result of question(Q1.10) “I have read books and 
articles, at tended seminars, or sought outside expertise or consultants in 
the quality area". About 68% of the 359 respondents answered “Agree to 
Strongly Agree". This show most of the respondents have attempted to 
enrich their knowledge on quality through various sources. 
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Figure 5: (Q1.10) - I have read books and articles in the quality area 
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When the respondents accessed their own knowledge on quality 
through the question "Overall, my knowledge of the quality area is 
comparable to that of managers at similar levels in other companies.", over 
70% of the respondents answered "Agree to Strongly Agree". This 
demonstrated that on the whole, the respondents considered that their 
knowledge on quality are comparable to managers at similar levels in other 
companies. This is shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 6: ( 0 1 . 1 1 ) - Overall, my knowledge of the quality area is similar 
to others 
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V.2.7 Customer perception of company performance 
Result of the question (Q2.1) “ In general, our customers demand . 
quality" is stated in Figure 7. Around 90% of the respondents answered 
"Agree to Strongly Agree". This indicates that most respondents think that , 
their customers demand good quality. 
F igure 7: (Q2.1) - In general , our customers demand qual i ty 
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In Figure 8，result of the question(Q2.2) ‘In general, our customers 
receive the quality they expected" is shown. Only about 70% of the 
respondents answered "Agree to Strongly Agree,，though no one answered 
"Disagree to Strongly Disagree". 
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F i g u r e 8: (Q2,2) - In genera l , our cus tomers receive the qua l i ty they 
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The result for question (Q2.3) "In general, our customers perceive 
our product last year is of good quality" is shown in Figure 9. 82% of the 
respondents considered that their customers perceived the quality of the 
companies ' products as those of good quality. 
F igu re 9: (Q2.3) 一 In genera l , our cus tomers perce ive o u r p r o d u c t last 
y e a r is of good qual i ty 
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V.3 Quality Performance 
f 
Table 10 summarizes quality performance of the respondents 
regarding the following items: percent of items defective, internal waste 
and scrap, returns and warranty/adjustment costs, rework costs, and 
training and development expenditures. Comparison of the results from 
Adam's (1997) study on international quality practice and the results from 
Hong Kong (Lee, et al., 1997) are made to provide more information on 
quality performance in the PRC. 
Table 10; Comparison Performance Measures (Quality and Operational) of the 
Sampled Firms 
Construct Measurement Items Percent (Average) 
China H.K. Int ' l 
~~Quality & • ~~Average % ofitems defective 6.65 7.19 4.54 
Operational Costs of quality (as % of sales) 
Results • Internal waste/scrap cost 5.33 4.09 3.61 
• Retums and warranty 2.75 3.13 2.04 
參 Rework 2.80 3.79 3.24 
• Training and development 6.08 3.67 3.06 
參 Lispection 4.03 - -
Note : The data for Hong Kong are from Lee, et aL,, 1997 and International data are from 
Adam, 1997. 
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V.3.1 Percent of Items Defective 
The maximum percentage of defective items is 98% while the 
minimum is 0%. Average percent defective is 6.36%. About 90% of the 
respondents have less than 10% items defective and 70% o f t h e respondents 
have 5% or less items defective. This is between the result of the 
international study, which is 4.54% and the average of Hong Kong, which 
is 7.19%. In general, most of them have a very good quality performance. 
V.3.2 Internal Waste and Scrap(%) 
The average waste/scrap cost as a percent of dollar sales is 5.33%. 
The highest is 80% while lowest is 0%. Over 70% of the companies have 
5% or less waste/scrap costs. The average for the international study is 
3.61% and for the Hong Kong study is 4.09%. This shows that the average 
waste/scrap is higher compared to data from the international and the Hong 
Kong study. Inadequate technology, such as old equipment, our-of-date 
production process and lack of proper knowledge in using the equipment 
could be one of the reasons causing high waste/scrap cost (Zhao, et al., 
1995)� 
V.3.3 Returns and warranty 
The highest cost as a percent of dollar sales is 50% while the lowest 
is zero. 78% of the companies have 5% or less returns and warranty. The 
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average is 2.75%. The result is slightly higher than the international study, 
which is 2.04%, and lower than the Hong Kong study, which is 3.13%. 
f 
Thus even with one company that have returns as high as 30%, the average 
return situation is acceptable. 
V.3.4 Rework costs 
The highest rework cost as a percent of dollar sales was 20% while 
the lowest was zero. The average is 2.79%. This figure is lower than both 
the international and the Hong Kong studies. The lower rework cost 
observed in the PRC might be because that the companies would rather 
reject the product instead of rework to sustain the quality of their product. 
V.3.5 Training and development expenditures 
The highest training and development expenditure as a percent of 
dollar sales was 50% and lowest was zero. The average cost is 6.08%. 
This was much higher than the international figure 3.06% and the Hong 
Kong average of 3 . 6 7 % � A b o u t 24% of companies have spent more than 
• 
10% on training. As international quality concepts were relatively new in 
the PRC, which has a large working force unfamiliar with these concepts, it 
is natural that higher expenditure on training would be incurred. 
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V.4 Financial Performance 
Table 11 summarizes and compares the financial performance of the 
respondents with the results from .the international study and the Hong 
Kong study. The measurement items include last year 's net profit as a 
percentage of sales, last year 's and past 3 years' return on asset and last 
year 's and past 3 years ' growth of sales. 
Table 11: Comparison Performance Measures (Financial) of the 
Sampled Firms 
Construct Measurement Items Percent (Average) 
PRC H.K. Int'l 
Financial • Last year's net profit as a % 
Performance ofsales 12.68 11.68 10.15 
• Last year's retum on asset 19.82 17.70 15.48 
• Past 3 years' retum on asset 29.28 ,15.94 15.67 
• Last year's average % sales 
growth 17.71 - -
• Past 3 years' average % sales 
growth 18.53 19.8 14.79 
Note: The data for Hong Kong are from Lee, et al., 1997 and Memational data are from 
Adam, 1997. 
V.4.1 Last year 's net profit 
The maximum percent is 50% while the minimum is —20%. The 
average is 12.68%. The figure is higher than the international figure, 
10.15% and the Hong Kong figure, 11.68%. About 47% of the respondents 
have more than 10% o f n e t profit as percent of dollar sales. 
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V.4.2 Last year ' s return on assets(ROA) 
The percent of return on assets vary from the minimum of - 3 0 % to 
as high as 200%. The average is 19.82%. This average is higher than both 
international (15.48%) and Hong Kong figures (17.70%). As business in 
PRC has prospered and developed rapidly over the past few years, this may 
explain the high ROA compared to more mature markets like Hong Kong or 
the US. 
V.4.3 Past three years ' return on assets(ROA) 
The minimum percent is - 1 0 % and the maximum is 260%. The 
average is 29.28%. Over 50% of the respondents have ROA more than 
10%. The average figure in international study is only 15.67% and in Hong 
Kong study is 15.94%. The difference should be caused by the same reason 
stated for the high last year ROA. As many companies have grown rapidly 
in the past few years due to economic growth, they also experienced 
tremendous growth in ROA. 
V.4.4 Past three years ' sales growth/decline 
The maximum percent is 200% while the minimum is -20%. The 
average is 18.53%. The figure is higher than the international figure and 
lower than the Hong Kong figure. About 50% of the respondents have 
more than 10% of sales growth for the past three years. 
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V.5 Quality Improvement Techniques 
In this section; a few questions were selected to provide further 
information on quality improvement techniques. Table 12 summarizes 
some information on quality improvement techniques. 
Table 12: Quality Improvement Techniques of the Sampled Firms 
Quality Improvement Techniques Response 
Number of Companies with Quality Department 332 
Average Year of Establishment 17.7 
Average Number of Staff 36.7 
Number of Companies without Quality 41 
Departments 
Number of lSO 9000 Certified Companies 29 
ISO 9001 25 
ISO 9002 4 
ISO 9003 0 
Average Year of Certification 2.15 
Number ofNon-ISO 9000 Certified Companies 344 
V.5.1 Formal Approach to Quality Improvement 
Figure 10 shows that of the 307 respondents, 265 companies have a 
formal approach to quality improvement, while 42 companies do not have a 
formal approach to quality improvement. Over 85% of the respondents 
have adopted some kind of formal approach to improve quality. 
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In Table 13, among these 265 companies, one company has need a 
formal quali ty improvement approach for 40 years, however , 90% of the 
companies have used formal approach to improve quality for 10 years or 
less� 
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V.5.2 Separate Quality Department 
Figure 11 shows that 332 respondents have a separate quality 
department, while 38 companies reported that they had no separate quality 
department. One company has had a separate quality department for as 
long as 83 years, while 20% of the companies have separate quality 
department for over 20 years. But 51% of the companies have had a 
separate quality department for less than 10 years. 
Figure 11: (03.1) - Separate quality department 
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V.5.3 ISO 9000 Certification 
Figure 12 shows that only 38 companies have ISO 9000 
certification and 266 companies were not ISO 9000 certified. Of the 38 
companies that have ISO 9000 certification, only 29 reported their type of 
certification. 25 companies were certified with ISO 9001 and 4 
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companies were cer t i f ied with ISO 9002. The earliest cer t i f ica t ion was 
obtained in 1993 and the average of years with ISO 9000 is 2 .15 years. 
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173 respondents indicated their companies are interested in 
applying for ISO 9000 cert if icat ion however only 27 respondents 
indicated the type of cert if icat ion they are interested in applying. The 
type of cer t i f ica t ion they are interested in applying is l isted in Figure 13. 
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V.5.4 Application of Quality Improvement Techniques 
t Selected questions identifying the quality improvement techniques 
used by the respondents are discussed in the fol lowing section. 
In Figure 14, results of the question "Quality improvement at this 
company is best described as applying no formal approach" are stated. 
Over 60% of the respondents answered “Disagree to Strongly Disagree". 
So most of the respondents think that they do apply a formal approach. 
Figure 14: (Q3.3) - No formal quality improvement approach 
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The result of the question "Quality improvement at this company is 
best described as applying statistical process control (SPC)" is stated in 
Figure 15. Over 53% of the respondents reported that their company 
apply SPC to improve quality. 76 respondents reported neutral about 
whether their companies used SPC, indicating that these respondents may 
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be uncer ta in about the def in i t ion of SPC or whether SPC is applied in 
their companies . 
i 
Figure 15: (03.4) - Use of statistical process control 
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The result of "Qual i ty improvement is best described as every 
employee ' s responsibi l i ty" is stated in Figure 16. More than 71% of the 
respondents answered "Agree to Strongly Agree”. When comparing this 
resul t with the study of Zhao，et aL (1995)，difference is observed. In the 
study of Zhao,. workers think that quality improvement should be 
managers ' responsibil i ty. This could be because all respondents in this 
study were of management level and there might be di f ferent perception 
be tween managers and workers . 
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F i g u r e 16: ( 0 3 . 5 ) — Qua l i ty improvemen t is every employee ' s 
respons ib i l i ty 
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In Figure 17，results of the question “Quality improvement at this 
company is best described as identifying problems and designing 
improvement plan and solut ion" are stated. Over 79% of the respondents 
answered “Agree to Strongly Agree" 
F i g u r e 17: ( 0 3 . 7 ) 一 Qua l i ty i m p r o v e m e n t is bv i d e n t i f y i n g p r o b l e m s 
a n d des igning i m p r o v e m e n t p l an and so lu t ion 
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Over 60% of the respondents agreed that "Qual i ty improvement is 
best descr ibed as reward focused; pay for quali ty pe r fo rmance" . Resul t is 
i 
shown in Figure 18. 
F i g u r e 18: (Q3.9) 一 Q u a l i t y i m p r o v e m e n t is r e w a r d focused 
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In Figure 19 it is shown whether respondents ' have applied quali ty 
circles. 50% of the respondents reported that quali ty circles were used. 
21% of the companies do not use quality circle for quali ty improvement , 
while 25% of the respondents reported neutral . 
F i g u r e 19: ( 0 3 . 1 0 ) — Use of qua l i t y circles 
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V.5.5 Quali ty Improvement - Understand and Specify Customer 
Requirements 
As shown in Figure 20, the question ‘‘customers, opinions and 
views regarding their needs are actively sought through direct contact; 
sales calls, focus groups, and so forth" is agreed to by over 81% of the 
respondents. This indicates that the majority of the respondents actively 
seek customer opinions. 
Figure 20: (03.12) 一 Customers' opinions are actively sought 
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Over 83% of the respondents reported that “the design engineer 
and production engineer worked closely". This shows that the companies 
emphasize on product design. The results are stated in Figure 21. 
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Figure 21: (03 .14 ) — The design engineer and p r o d u c t i o n engineer 
w o r k e d closely 
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63% of the respondents reported that “At my company, we have a 
strategic quality planning process". The result is shown in Figure 22. 
This implies that most companies have strategic quality planning. 
Figure 22: (Q3.25) 一 S t ra tegic qual i ty planning process 
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In Figure 23, results of the question "quality education and training 
programs address the knowledge and skills employees need, to meet the 
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qual i ty objec t ive associa ted with their respons ib i l i t ies" is stated. Over 
69% of the respondents answered "Agree to Strongly Agree ." 
Figure 23: (03.26) - Quality training address the employees' need to 
met the quality objectives 
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V.6 Product ivi ty Improvement Techniques 
This part is about the productivity improvement techniques. 
Important quest ions are selected and reported individually. 
V.6.1 Appl ica t ion of Productivity Improvement Techniques 
In Figure 24，results of the question "product ivi ty is improved by 
tradi t ional industr ial engineering applications: process f low analysis, 
work measurement , s tandards, layouts, and so for th" is stated. Over 63% 
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of the respondents answered "Agree to Strongly Agree" . Only 13 % of 
the respondents d isagreed. 
F i g u r e 24: ( 0 3 . 1 2 ) - Use of t r a d i t i o n a l i n d u s t r i a l e n g i n e e r i n g 
a p p l i c a t i o n s 
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Respondents consider that "productivi ty is improved by improving 
quali ty". Over 85% of the respondents answered ‘‘Agree to Strongly 
Agree". Only 3% o f t h e respondents disagreed. The resul ts are shown in 
Figure 25. Thus most respondents considered that when quality 
improves, product ivi ty will also improve. 
F igu re 25: ( 0 4 . 6 ) — P r o d u c t i v i t y is improved by i m p r o v i n g qua l i t y 
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Over 76% of the respondents ' company " increase product ivi ty by 
s t ress ing employee biographical data in employee select ion; work history, 
educa t ion re fe rence , and so forth，. Only 10% of the respondents 
d isagreed. The result is shown in Figure 26. 
F i g u r e 26: ( 0 4 . 1 2 ) - S t r e s s i n g employees ' b i o g r a p h i c a l d a t a 
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Figure 27 shows the results of the quest ion "product ivi ty is 
improved by decentral iz ing; placing responsibi l i ty , authority, and 
dec is ion-making at lower levels in the organizat ion" . Over 64% of the 
respondents agreed, with 22% of the respondents disagreeing with the 
s ta tement . 
F i g u r e 27: ( 0 4 . 1 4 ) — P r o d u c t i v i t y i m p r o v e d by d e c e n t r a l i z i n g 
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Figure 28 stated resul ts of the quest ion "product iv i ty is improved 
by provid ing objec t ive feedback to employees on per fo rmance ; providing 
quant i t ies , qual i ty , and achievements against goals and directions 
rece ived" . Around 57% of the respondents agreed, whi le 32% of the 
respondents disagreed. Among those who disagreed, 26% of the 
respondents repor ted that they "Strongly Disagreed" . 
Figure 28: (03.12) - Providing objective feedback to employees 
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The last important question is "employees at my company are 
sat isf ied with the company". About 59% of the respondents chose "Agree 
to Strongly Agree" option. This shows in general, employees in the 
respondents ' companies are satisfied with the company and 105 
companies answered "Strongly Agree" to this question. The results are 
listed in Figure 29. Around 13% of the respondents reported that their 
employees are not sat isfied with their company by indicating "Strongly 
Disagree" 
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Figure 29: (04.26) — Employees are satisfied with the company 
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CHAPTER VI 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 
VI.1 Analysis of Construct Reliability 
The internal consistency method is the most general form used to 
access the reliabil i ty of a set of measurement i tems indicating the 
constructs. Constructs with highly intercorrelated and homogeneous 
measurement i tems are considered to be highly reliable constructs. The 
most widely used reliability coefficient for measuring internal consistency 
is Cronbach 's alpha (a) . The construct with a subset having the highest 
reliability coeff ic ient is likely to be the best with regard to internal 
consistency. (Saraph et al., 1989) To ensure internal Consistency, the 
minimum criterion of a should be 0.6 or above (Nunnally & Bernstein, 
1994). 
Analysis of internal consistence was performed separately for each 
construct. Table 14 lists the reliability coefficient of each construct. The 
result shows that all the constructs have reliability coefficients above 0.7 
except for Strategic Planning, Employee Involvement and Inventory 
Control. These three constructs, have a equal to 0.67，0.68 and 0.64 
respectively. Cronbach 's alpha scores range from 0.64 to 0.89. Therefore 
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the constructs are considered to be adequately reliable (Nunnally & 
Bernstein, 1994). 
Table 14: Internal Consistency Analysis Result for the l l Constructs 
Construct Cronbach's Alpha 
1. Managerial Knowledge 0.74 
2. Leadership 0.77 
3. Management Practice 0.79 
4. Strategic Quality Planning 0.67 
5. Product Design 0.75 
6. Training 0.81 
7. Employee Involvement 0.68 
8. Employee Satisfaction ‘ 0.89 
9. Employee Reward 0.73 
10. Inventory Control 0.64 
11. Customer Satisfaction 0.70 
Detailed item analysis is used to evaluate the assignment of the 
items to the constructs by considering the correlation of item and construct 
(Nunnally, 1967). Items are considered to belong to a certain construct if 
they correlate highly with that construct, and should be eliminated if an 
item does not correlated with any construct. Table 14 shows the 
correlation matrix for the 11 constructs (labeled Scale, Scale 2，...，S c a l e 
11) and the measurement items(Survey questions). For example, Q1.9 
shows the highest correlation with the construct "Management Knowledge" 
and a relatively smaller correlation with the other scales, it was concluded 
# 
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that it had been assigned appropriately to Construct 1. All the 
measurement items were similarly examined. 
i 
All items have high correlations with the scales to which they were 
originally assigned relative to all other scales. It is thus concluded that 
results for the detailed item analysis were satisfactory. 
VI.2 Analysis ofVal id i ty 
The validity of a construct means its aptness and the extent to which 
it measures what is intended to be measured. Both content validity and 
construct validity are considered and examined before proceeding to further 
analyses. 
VI.2.1 Content Validity 
Content validity depends on how well the measurement items cover 
all the aspects of the variable being measured (Nunnally & Bernstein, 
1994). Content validity could not be evaluated numerically and could only 
be achieved through exhaustive review and assessment of the literature. 
The 11 constructs developed in this study have content validity because 
selection of measurement items is based on an extensive review of 
literature. Content of the quality improvement approaches include 
measurement items from Benson et al. (1991)，such as applying formal 
approach, applying SPC, focusing on customer, focusing on design and/or 
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conformance, involving employees and emphasizing project. For TQM 
constructs, the content includes measurement items from the examination 
i 
criteria set by Malcolm Baldrige National Quality Award (MBNQA). 
Contents on productivity improvement approaches were taken from 
Kopelman 's (1986) survey of the behavioral/managerial literature. 
Quality and operational performance are captured by measurement 
items like percentage of items defective, internal failure costs and external 
failure costs (Adam, 1994; Maani et aL, 1994). Return on sales, return on 
assets and sales growth were included to reflect financial performance 
similar to many other pervious studies (Adam, 1994; Vickery et aL 1994). 
V.2.2 Construct Validity 
Construct validity measures the extent to which all the measurement 
items in a construct measure the attribute it was designed to measure. 
(Ghiselli et al., 1981) The construct validity of each construct was 
evaluated by examining the factor loadings. The factor matrices showed 
that each of the constructs have high unifactorial loadings. The 
eigenvalues generated by within-scale factor analysis were also examined. 
All constructs exceed the minimum eigenvalue criterion of 1. The 
summary of a separate factor matrix for each construct is at Table 15. Thus 
all constructs are unifactorial and thus demonstrates that all the constructs 
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have construct validity and each construct formed as a single factor. The 
11 constructs will be referred to as factors in the following section. 
i 
Table 15: Summary of Separate Factor Matrices for Each Construct 
C o n s t r u c t I t e m L o a d i n g E i g n e v a l u e P e r c e n t a g e 
R a n g e f o r V a r i a n c e 
F a c t o r 1 E x p l a i n e d by 
F a c t o r 1 
T~~Managerial Knowledge 0.78-0.84 1.98 66 
Y.~~Leadership 0.56-0.73 2.82 47 
T~~Management Practice~~“ 0.68-0.76 2.91 49 
T~~Strategic Quality 0.61-0.80 2.04 51 
Planning 
^~~Product Design 0.59-0.84 2.31 58 
6. Training 0.61-0.76 3.12 47 
T~~Employee Involvement 0.70-0.85 1.84 61 
Y.~~Employee Satisfaction~~ 0.77-0.89 3.31 70 
~9.~~Employee Reward 0.70-0.81 2.52 50 
10. Inventory Control 0.66-0.74 1.94 49 
11. Customer Satisfaction~~ 0.56-0.81 2.43 49 
V.3 The Regression Model 
Multiple Regression analysis conducted using the 11 factors, aims to 
relate quality and/or productivity practices to company's quality, operating, 
and financial performance. 
The 11 factors are employed as independent variables to be 
regressed against firm quality, operating, and financial performance. The 
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results for the analyses are listed from Table 16-21. These results help to 
identify the factors that are statistically significant to the three aspects of 
4 
company performance. These results will be discussed in the following 
sections. ；' 
VI.4 Quality Performance 
Hypothesis 1 states that a company's approach to quality correlates 
to the quality of product and service, which implies that the independent 
variables (the factors) should correlate to the dependent variables (measure 
of quality). Six measures of quality performance were each tested as a 
model, five of these measures were significantly correlated to improvement 
factors. The results listed at Table 16 indicate correlation between the 
quality approach and actual quality performance. Three of the measures 
were significantly correlated at j!7<0.01, and two at p<0.05. 
After identification of these contributory factors, a revised 
regression model that included only the contributory factors as independent 
variables was developed (Table 17). All non-contributory factors were 
eliminated. The explanatory power of the revised regression model 
improves tremendously. The statistical significant F ratio and t-test at less 
than 0.001 significant level except for "Waste & Damage’’ and "Inspection 
cost，’。 However，it can be observed that one factor is still statistically 
significant (less than 0.05 significant level) for each of the two measures. 
T
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Thus quality improvement practices do have a significant impact on 
actual quality and it is concluded that hypothesis 1 held. Result for each 
j 
measure of quality performance will be discussed separately. 
Since most of the indicators of quality performance are statistically 
significant, hypothesis 1 held. The model has strong predictive power that 
significantly influences quality and some of the factors appear in different 
models. 
VI.4.1 Items defective 
F1 (Management Knowledge) and F4 (Strategic Quality Planning) 
explains "% of Item Defective" at ;7<O.Ol. The regression parameter 
estimate for management knowledge on quality improvement and strategic 
quality planning was negative. This implies that as knowledge on quality 
and usage of strategic quality planning increases, percentage of items 
defective will decrease, which indicates better quality output or service. 
The revised regression model further identified strategic quality 
planning (F4) as a very important factor contributing to quality 
performance (R^ = 0.0545, F ratio = 7.32 and Sign. F = 0.0008) and it has 
high predictive power. 
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VI.4.2 Waste and damage as % of sales 
F3 (Process Management) explains "Waste & Dariiage as % of 
Sales" at j^<0.01 with negative parameter estimate. Increase adoptation of 
process management, such as using a formal productivity improvement 
approach like statistical process control, quality circle, and traditional 
industrial engineering practice will decrease waste and damage as % of 
sales, i.e. quality gets better. 
Though the significance level of the revised regression model is not 
improved as a whole, however process management still remains 
significant to the model at significance level 0.05. 
VL4.3 Returns and warranty 
Returns and warranty (R^=0.2763, ;7<O.OOl, F=3.6794) are 
significantly explained by F4 (Strategic Quality Planning), F6 (Training) 
and F7 (Employee Involvement). Both parameter estimates of strategic 
quality planning(F4) and training(F6) are negative but employee 
involvement has a positive parameter estimate. This suggests that when 
the importance of strategic quality planning increases and the emphasis on 
training, background and the selection of employee increases, the returns 
and warranty decrease, therefore quality improves. 
However, it is difficult to understand and explain the positive 
relation between employee involvement and return and wastage. The 
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positive parameter estimate proposes that when employee involvement 
increases, return and warranty will also increase, i.e. worse quality. This 
i 
may be because that employees in general do not feel part of a unified 
quality effor t (Zhao, Young & Zhang, 1995). Employees do nat accept the 
newly introduced concept and do not identify themselves with the 
managers as a team to improve quality. Employees generally hold an "us" 
and "them" attitude. Therefore, the initial stage of involving employees as 
a team to improve quality could cause confusion and worse quality. 
Significance level o f t h e regression model improved from p=0.0002 : 
to p= 0.0000. Significance level for training (F6) and employee | 
involvement (F7) also improved to significant level 0.0001 but strategic 




VI.4.4 Inspection cost 
1 
"Inspection cost as % of sales" was significantly correlated to four 
improvement factors at p <0.05. 
Management knowledge (F1) and customer satisfaction (F11) have 
negative parameter estimates and process management (F3) and employee 
reward (F9) have positive parameter estimates. Consequently, when 
knowledge on quality (F1) and customer satisfaction (F11) increases, cost 
of inspection will decrease. However, cost of inspection will increase 
when process management practice and employee rewards increase. The 
increase in the cost of inspection when there is an increased use of process 
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managing techniques, may be due to one of the techniques being an 
increase of inspection to ensure quality (Q3-15). Nevertheless, the 
relationship between cost of inspection and employee compensation is 
difficult to understand. : 
The revised regression model does not improve its predictive power. 
The model is no longer statistical significant and only Management 
practice (F3) remains at significance level of 0.05. 
VI.4.5 Rework 
"Rework as % of sales” is explained by leadership (F2) at p <0.05. 
The negative parameter estimate proposes that when senior management 
involvement in quality improvement increases, rework as % of sales 
decreases. The revised regression model with only F2 (leadership) as 
contributory factor has highly improved significance. (F=14.2814, Sig. F = 
0.0002). 
The explanatory power of the revised regression model improved 
tremendously, with significant F ratio reduced to 0.0002 and leadership as 
a factor influencing rework cost as a percentage of sales. 
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VI.5 Operating Performance 
i 
Statistically significant results were obtained from quality and 
productivity approaches regressed against firm operating performance 
(Table 18). Only one indicator for operating performance "Last Year 's Net 
Profit as % of Sales" is found to be significant at p<0.1 and no factors 
contribute to the measure "Annual Employee Turnover Rate" at 
significance level 0.1. "Last Year's Net Profit as % of Sales", the most 
important indicator of operating performance is explained by F2 
(Leadership) and F3 (Process Management). Since the operating 
performance measure “Net profit as % of sales" is found to be statistically 
significant at 0.05 significance level, therefore the second hypothesis is 
supported by the data. The hypothesis of quality and productivity 
approaches improving company's operating performances is supported at 
0.05 significance level. Revised regression model (Table 19) further 
strengthens the explanatory power. 
V.5.1 Net profit as % of sales 
The past year 's net profit is considered to be a surrogate for total 
operating costs. The quality literature suggests that a quality improvement 
approach would reduce operating costs, hence profit will then increase. 
"Last Year 's Net Profit as % of Sales，，，the most important indicator of 
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operating performance is explained by F2 (Leadership) and F3 (Process 
Management). 
i 
The parameter estimate was negative for process management (F3) 
in the model and a positive parameter estimate was observed for leadership 
(F2). Hence, when senior management involvement increases, net profi t 
should also increase. Yet it is difficult to explain the relationship between 
process management and net profit as % of sales as it is normally expected 
that increased use of process management technique would lead to better 
quality and thus larger profit. Still this finding is consistent with the result 
in the previous section, which concluded that increased use of process 
management technique would lead to a higher cost of inspection. Since 
cost o f inspec t ion is deducted from gross profit when calculating net profit , 
higher cost of inspection would result in smaller net profit . 
The revised regression model has improved explanatory power, the 
‘ I 
significant F ratio and t test are at less than 0.05. However, Leadership 
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VI.6 Financial Performance 
Promising results were obtained from regressing quality and 
productivity approaches against company financial performance. The 
results are listed in Table 20. Contributory factors for financial 
performance are identified for three measures, "Net profi t as % of Assets", 
‘Last year ' s increase/decrease in sales", and ”％ Increase/Decrease in sales 
2 
for past 3 years". All three measures are with high R but only "Last 
year 's net prof i t as % o f A s s e t s " is statistical significant at 0.01. No factor 
is found to be related to the "past three years ' average ROA". 
The contributory factors are entered into a revised regression model 
(Table 21) as independent variables, while eliminating all the non- ； 
丨 
contributory factors. The revised regression models are all statistically 
significant at 0.01. The explanatory power of the revised regression j 
I 
models increased intensely. 
Hypothesis 3 is therefore considered to be valid and 
supported by the data. However, consideration must be given to the special 




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































VI.6.1 Last year ' s net profit as % of asset 
F3 (Process Management), F4 (Strategic Quality Planning), F6 
(Training), F7 (Employee Involvement) and F10 (Inventory Control) 
account for "Last year ' s net profit as % of assets"(R^=0.2414, F ration 二 
inm>,p<o.oi). 
The regression parameter estimates for both process 
management(F3) and employee involvement(F7) are negative. Similar to 
discussion in former sections, the process management is negatively 
correlated to net profit , therefore negative relationship is observed with 
“Last year ' s net profit as % of asset". Relating to the argument about 
employee involvement (F7) as a factor having a negative effect on quality 
in China, the outcome will be a lower net profit and thus consistent with 
the result. 
F4(Strategic Quality Planning), F6(Training) and F10 (Inventory 
Control) have positive parameter estimates. This implies that when a 
company increases the extent of strategic quality planning, introduces more 
training and enhance inventory control, net profit as % of assets will 
increase. 
Despite the fact that the predictive power of the revised regression 
model does not improve and training (F6) becomes a non-contributory 
factor, the model still holds at a significance level 0.01. 
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VI.6.2 Sales growth in last year 
• "Last year 's increase/decrease in sales" is explained by leadership 
(F2), process management (F3) and strategic quality planning (F4). Once 
more, process management (F3) has negative parameter estimate and 
strategic quality planning (F4) has positive estimate. It is difficult to 
interpret why leadership (F2) also have a negative regression parameter 
estimate. 
After the model was revised by only entering the contributing 
factors as independent variables, the explanatory power increased 
enormously with significant F ratio and t-test at less than 0.005. In the 
revised model, only strategic quality planning remained as a contributory 
1 
factor. This provides a more understandable and useful insight into the . 
relationship between quality improvement techniques and financial 
performance. 
VI.6.3 Sales growth in past three years 
"% Increase/Decrease in sales for past 3 years" could be explained 
by F3 (process management) and F4 (strategic quality planning). Being 
consistent with the above results, process management (F3) has a negative 
parameter estimate and strategic quality planning (F4) has a positive 
estimate. We may observe that increase in process management would 
cause a decrease in the past three years' sales growth. When a company 
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increases planning quality strategically it will have a posit ive effect on the 
past three years ' sales growth. 
The revised regression model is with significant F ration of 0.0001 
. and t-test less than 0.1. We may conclude that the revised model has 
strong explanatory power. 
F3 (process management) and F4 (strategic quality planning) 
^ 
explains all three measures, "Last year 's Net profit as % of Assets", "Last : 
j 
year 's increase/decrease in sales”，and "% Increase/Decrease in sales for 
past 3 years". F3 (process management) has negative parameter estimates 
in all three models and positive parameter estimates for F4 (strategic 








The purpose of this study was to explore and understand the current 
quality and productivity practices adopted by industries in the PRC and to 
identify the relationship between quality and productivity approaches to 
organizat ion 's quality performance, operating performance and financial 
performance. It serves as an empirical confirmatory test focusing on PRC 
manufacturing and services companies. 
11 constructs were identified and confirmed as critical factors using 
the construct validity test. Then regression analysis was conducted to 
provided insight on relationships between the factors and the three aspects 
of an organizat ion 's performance. 
It was found that all three hypotheses held .in this study and the 
quality improvement approaches are in general significantly related to 
quality performance, operating and financial performance. Out of the 11 
factors, Process Management and Strategic Quality Planning have 
overwhelming explanatory power. 
The relationship between quality improvement approaches and 
actual quality and operating performance have been expected. The study 
shows that managerial knowledge (F1), process management (F3) and 
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Strategic quality planning (F4) were indicated as contributory factors to 
more than one measure of quality performance in the original regression 
models. These results are similar to the international study on quality 
improvement approach and firm performance conducted by Adam 
(forthcoming, 1998), when management knowledge improves, quality gets 
better (% of item defective and cost of inspection decrease). The negative 
relationship between employee reward and quality is also observed in 
Adam's study. This finding is different from the traditional believe that 
when employees are compensated for higher quality, quality will improve. 
Only one of the two measures of operating performance is found to 
be explained by the factors at significance level of 0.1. The interesting 
negative correlation between Process Management (F3) and operating 
performance invites further investigation. 
Findings confirmed the relationship between Process Management 
(F3) and Strategic Quality Planning (F4) and financial performance. It 
may be concluded that by considering quality as a key strategic opportunity 
for corporate management, adopting an internationally recognized standard 
for quality assessment and improvement will improve to the company's 
financial performance. This finding is different from the research of Adam 
(1997) whose models do not make predictions that show clearly when 
quality improves, financial performance would also improve. 
One explanation for the relationship observed between quality 
improvement technique and financial performance could be because of the 
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special business environment o f t h e PRC. Industries in the PRC developed 
and grew at a tremendous speed after China started the "Open door policy". 
Companies experience improvement both in terms of quality and financial 
performance. 
The special situation of China 's market and business environment 
may also contribute to some intriguing findings observed in the study. The 
negative correlation between process management and both quality and 
operating performance could be explained by following reason. As the 
PRC is still on the road to reaching international recognized quality 
standards, frequent inspections are necessary for companies with poor 
quality and operating performance to improve quality. However, further 
research should be conducted to investigate these correlations as process 
management is observed to have predictive power for quality, and 
operating and financial performance. Studies should be conducted on why 
process management will be negatively correlated with average sales for 
past three years. 
This study fulfills several purposes of both academic research and 
managerial practice. In terms of academic research, this study 
demonstrates the first attempt in extensive empirical study for a rarely 
explored area - PRC. General information and the system structural model 
are tested. For managers, the measurement items identified could be used 
as reference when establishing, implementing and evaluating companies' 
quality systems. Also the statistically significant correlation should 
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encourage managers to be more enthusiastic in adopting quality 
management in their organization. 
Further research might be conducted based on independently 
observed quality and financial data. This study is based on self-reported 
data, which is used as both independent and dependent variables. The 
result might be biased by the respondents' perception. 
VII.2 Limitation 
The significant relationship found between quality and 
productivity improvement approaches and actual company performance in 
this study may not be generalized to apply to all industries in the PRC. 
Since the participants are mainly senior executives and plant managers of 
state-owned enterprises and engaged in heavy industry and plant 
manufacturing, data collected represented these specific industries. 
Therefore the results could be influenced by characteristics unique to this 
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APPENDIX 
QUESTIONNAmE 
A SURVEY OF YOUR COMPANY'S QUALITY EMPTOVEMENT PRACYICES 
BvQTy company strives to generate and deliver high quality products and services to their 
customers. Yet, approaches toward quaMty achievement and actual qukity achievement vary among 
companies. This survey seeks to identify your company's approach and achievements regarding 
quaHty improvement at your company. There are no right or wrong answers. You or your 
company's identity is not required to complete this survey. 
PART ONE. COMPANY DEMOGRAPHICS ‘ 
In this questionnaire, "Company" and "Unit/department" is interchangeable. Simply answer 
for the unit you are most familiar with, either the company as a whole or the division in which you 
work. 
1.1 The business nature of the company is 
Manufacturing 
Servicing 
1.2 The type of products or services in this company is 
1.3 The number of employees in this company is approximately • 
1.4 The annual employees turnover rate in the company was % 
1.5 The key criteria used to assess a manager's performance in this company is 
1.6 Company sales last year were approximately 
1.7 This company has been in business for approximately years. 
1.8 The percent of employees now involved in quaHty improvement activities and training in this 
company is % 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neither Strongly 
Disagree Agree Nor Agrees 
Disagree 
1.9 I am famiUar with various quality 
program such as zero defects, quality 
circles, statistical process control, etc..... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1.10 I have read books and articles, attended 
seminars, or sought outside expertise or 
consultants in the quaHty 
area 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neither Strongly 
Disagree Agree Nor Agrees 
Disagree 
1.11 Overall，my knowledge of the quality area ^ 
is comparable to that of managers at 
similar levels in other companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1.2 My Job title is ； 
PART TWO. COMPANY PERFORMANCE 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neither Strongly 
Disagree Agree Nor Agrees 
Disagree 
In general, our customers ... 
2.1 Demandquality 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2.2 Receive the quaUty they expected from 
our company 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2.3 Perceive my company's past year quaHty 
performance as 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
QUALITY PERFORMANCE can be measured or expressed in a number of ways. At my 
company, over the past year, the ... 
2.4 Percent of items (or service) defective in our production process is % 
2.5 Internal waste/scrap cost as a percent of dollar sales was % 
2.6 Returns and warranty or adjustment cost as a percent of dollar sales was % 
2.7 Inspection cOst as a percent of dollar sales was % 
2.8 Rework as a percent of dollar sales was % 
2.9 Training and development expenditures as a percent of dollar sales was 5 
Similar to quaHty, FLS[ANCIAL PERFORMANCE can be measured in a number of ways. 
At my company . •. 
2.10 Last year's net profit as a percent of dollar sales was % 
2.11 Last year's return on asset, i.e., net profit divided by assets, was % 
2.12 The past three years' retum on asset, i.e., net profit divided by assets, was % 
2.13 Last year's average percent sales growth(decline) was % 
2.14 The past three years' average percent sales growth(decline) was % 
PART THREE. QUALITY MPROVEMENT TECHNIQUES 
3.1 Does your company currently have a separate quality department? 
i 
3.2 Lfyour company currently have a separate quality department, when was it established and 
how many staff are employed in the department? 
years _ 
employees ‘ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neither Strongly 
Disagree Agree Nor Agrees 
Disagree 
QUALITY MPROVEMENT at this 
company is best described as... 
3.3 Applying no formal approach 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.4 Applying statistical process control (SPC) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.5 Each employee's responsibility; 
behavioral in natural 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.6 Management's involvement and 
responsibility 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.7 Identifying and resolving improvement 
projects 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.8 Crisis based; attention and improvement 
primarily after a failure 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.9 Reward focused; pay for quaHty 
performance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.10 Applying quaHty control circles 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.11 Applying quaHty control 7 tools 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
ATMYCOMPANY_ 
3.12 Customers' opinions and views regarding 
their needs are actively sought through 
direct contact; sales caUs, focus groups 
and so forth 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.13 Customers regularly and formally receive 
customer satisfaction questionnaires ..… 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.14 Design, manufacturing and other affected 
departments work closely together 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.15 There are a number of inspectors who try 
to assure we conform to specifications ... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.16 Quality practice reflects an emphasis 
upon design 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neither Strongly 
Disagree Agree Nor Agrees 
Disagree 
f 
3.17 Quality practice reflects an emphasis 
upon conformance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.18 Quality practice reflects emphasis upon 
both design and conformance 1 2 3 4 5- 6 7 
3.19 Top management creates and sustains 
clear and visible quality values 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.20 Top management is evaluated for quaHty 
performance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.21 Top management considers quality as 
main strategic opportunity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.22 Top management assumes responsibility 
for quaHty performance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.23 Overall, our top management's' assumes 
responsibility for qimlity performance is 
comparable to that of managers at similar 
levels in other companies 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.24 Quality related competitive comparison 
and benchmarking are used for quality 
planning, evaluation and 
improvement 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.25 A strategic quaHty planning process 
addresses in detail how the company will 
pursue market leadership through 
providing superior quality 
products/services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.26 Providing specific work-skills training 
and quality education for employees to 
meet the quality objectives associated 
with their responsibility 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.27 Adequate resources (staffs, system, 
faciUties，funding) are available for 
employee training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.28 Employees receive training in the "total 
quaLity concept", i.e. the philosophy of 
company-wide responsibiHty for quality.. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.29 Providing team building and group 
dynamics traioing for employees 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.30 Employees receive feedback on 
customers' opinion 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neither Agree Strongl 
Disagree Nor Disagree y 
Agrees 
i 
3.31 Employees are recognized for superior 
quaiity performance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.32 Employees are rewarded for superior 
quaiity performance 1 2 3 : 4 5 6 7 
3.3 3 At my company, the greatest problem for implement quality management is 
3.3 4 Is your company certified as a ISO 9000 producer? 
yes 
no 
3.35 Lf your company is certified as a ISO 9000 producer, please check the certificate received 










PART FOUR. PRODUCTIVITY DvffROVEMENT TECHNIQUES 
Productivity refers to the ratio of outputs over inputs. Productivity is improved by increasing sales 
(Outputs), decreasing costs (input) or both, l^oductivity improvement is often used to mean 
reducing costs to provide the same or more sales. 
4.1 Would you say that your company has a formal approach to productivity improvement? 
Explain 
4.2 Now many years has your company has a formal approach to productivity improvement? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neither Strongly 
Disagree Agree Nor Agrees 
Disagree 
Productivity can be improved by 
introducing behavioral, engineering, and 
accounting practices. At my company 
PRODUCTIVITY IS LMPROVED BY... 
4.3 Traditional industrial engineering 
applications: process flow analysis, work 
measurement, standards, and layouts, and 
soforth 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
'* 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Strongly Neither Strongly 
Disagree Agree Nor Agrees 
Disagree 
t 
4.4 Emphasis on cost accounting 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.5 Effective inventory planning and control.. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.6 Improving quality • 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.7 Applying Just-in-time 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.8 Decrease inventory; applying stockless 
production 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.9 Reward based onproductivity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.10 Group reward system, i.e. profit sharing.. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.11 Stressing employee selection test 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.12 Stressing employee biographical data in 
employee selection' work histoiy, 
education references, and so forth 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.13 Employees receive intensive on-job 
training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.14 Decentralizing; placing responsibility, 
authority, and decision-making at lower • 
levels in the organization 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.15 Providing objective feedback to 
employees on performance; providing 
quantities，quaMty, and achievements 
against goals and directions received …… 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.16 Applying CM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.17 Applying MRP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.18 Applying MRP H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.19 Applying bottleneck management 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.20 Applying Regineering 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Based on my company's surveys, 
employees, AT MY COMPANY ARE 
SATISSFffiD WITH 
4.21 Top management 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.22 Employees' work 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.23 SaJ[aiy 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.24 Colleague 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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1.6本公司去年銷售量約爲 _(使用幣單位是 幣）。 
1.7本公司已成3^5有 年。 
1.8本公司員工參與品質改良工作和訓練的有分之__。 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見） （非常局意） 
1.9我熟悉這些品質課程，例如 
零缺點、品管圏、統計的程 
序控制等 1 2 3 . 4 5 6 7 
1.10有關品質方面，我讀過書、 
文章、參加討論會’尋訪過 . 
專家或顧問 1 2 3 4 5 6 , 7 
2 
( 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見） （非常同資） 
1.11槪括來說，我的品管知識不 
差於舉理層次(或相當於經 
理的管理人員層次） 1 2 3 -4 5 6 7 
1.12我的工作職稱是 。 
二、公司業績 、 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見） （非常同意） 
通常，我們的顧客 ~ “ ^ 
2.1 注意品質 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
* 
2.2可以從我們公司得到他們 
期望的品質 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
2.3認爲我們公司去年的產品 











2 • 10去％淨利佔銷售額 %。 







3 • 2若貴公司有品管部門，是於何年份設立的？其員工目前幾人？ 
年 
人 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見） (非常同意） 
本公司的品質改進措施’適 ‘ 
合用下列謎表達 
3.3沒有正式方法 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.4使用統計的程序控割.... 1 2 3 4. 5 6 7 
3.5員工參與：每個員工的責 
任；行爲上的參舆性質... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.6經理人員的參舆和責任.. 1 2 3 4 5 6 .7 
4 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見) (非常同意） 
3.7尋求認定問題和解決改良 
計畫 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.8處理危機式的。發現失證後 
才注意改善 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.9獎賞式的。稿賞品質表 
現 、 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.10應届品貧圈 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.11使兩簿統品質控制的七種 • 
方法。 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 












顧客約談等方式進行•... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見) (非常同意） 
* 3.13我們的顧客會定期地、正式 
地接到郵、電詢問他們對我 
們的產品是否滿意 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.14我們的設計工程節和製造 
工程節緊密合作 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.15有痕多捨驗員來保證我們 
的生產與產品符合規格...^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.16我們強調設計來成就優良 
品質. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
• , -
3.17強調符合規格來成就優良 
品質 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
‘3.18同時強調設計和符合規格 




求 " 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.20高級主管會因品質的表現 
• 受到獎懲..... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.21高級主管認爲品質是主要 
的戰跨性的企業機會•.… 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.22高級主管承擔品質表現的 
責任 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見) (非常同意） 
3.23總括來說，我『�高級主管對• 
品質的承諾和其它公司相 













質目標 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.27有適當的資源(人員、系 
統、設備、基金)來執行品 
質改良計劃. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.28員工都接受“整體品質” 
(Total 0^ &1丨7)訓練，有全公 
司品質責任的哲學 1 2 3 4 • 5 6 7 
3.29通過小組討論或建議的管 
道，員工都能有效的貢.8文於 
公司的品質目標 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 • 
3.30員工可以知道顧客的反 
應 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
7 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見) (非常同意） 
3.31員工會因優良品質表現受 
到表揚 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
3.32員工會因優良品質表現得 






ISO 9001 証書 
ISO 9002 証書 
ISO 9003 証書 
在 ¥ » ^該証書 
3.36如未獲取ISO 9000証書，貴公司是否有意申請： 
ISO 9001 証書 
ISO 9002 証書 














1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意) (沒意見) (非常同意） 
4.3傳統的工業工程應用：程序 
流程分析、工作度量、標 
準、工廠配置等 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.4著》^^成本會計 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.5有^*存計晝、控剖..... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4。6 改良品質 1 . 2 3 4 5 -6 7 
4.7採行生產適時系統(�口5�-!0-
Time) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.8降低庫存；採行零庫存或無 
庫存生產（ S t o c k k s s 
Production) 1 2 3 4 5 6. 7 
4.9以生產量爲基礎的個人獎 
金制度 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
9 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意) (沒意見） (非常同意） 
4.10團體或小組獎金制度，像利 
恭】分享 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.11強_在歸選員工時有職前 
考試 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.12強調員工背景資料，工作經 
歷‘敎育雖等 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.13對所有員工實施密集的在 
職訓練與成長 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
.4.14分權制；讓11^內下級員工 
‘ 有責任’有權力，可以做與 





較………，… 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.16 應用€1\1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4 . 1 7應岳M R P 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.18 應培 M R P ^ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.19應用瓶頸管理 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
(非常不同意） （沒意見) (非常同意） 
根據對本公司員工的意見 ^ ~ “ 
‘.調查’本公司員工對下列項 
目滿意： 
4.22管理階層(經理人員）..... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.23員工的工作 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.24薪資報酬 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
� 
4.25 同事 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
4.26 公司 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
11 
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